In this study, we analyzed the targeting of the somatic hypermutation (SHM) mechanism at specific hotspot sequence motifs in the V H and V genes of 10 follicular lymphoma (FL) cases and the V and V genes of 11 -and six -light chain expressing multiple myeloma (MM) cases. These sequences were analyzed for targeting of specific motifs, ie certain highly mutable trinucleotides ( 
Introduction
The antigen-independent phase of B cell ontogeny takes place in the bone marrow and is characterized by ordered immunoglobulin (lg) gene rearrangements leading to the assembly of distinct variable (V), diversity (D) (for heavy chains only) and joining (J) gene segments into a V(D)J gene complex, a process known as V(D)J recombination. 1 Successful rearrangement of heavy chains (HC) lg genes and subsequently that of light chain (LC) lg genes ( or ) will enable the developing B cell to later express on its surface a fully functional lg receptor with unmutated V region sequences. 2 The second, antigen-dependent, phase will start when the 'naïve' B cell exiting the bone marrow enters into the follicles of the secondary lymphoid organs where contact with and selection by antigen takes place. 3 The molecular hallmark of this phase is the introduction of mutations within rearranged IgV genes, at a rate much higher than usual, a phenomenon described as somatic hypermutation. 4 Antigen selection in B cell ontogeny is evidenced by nonrandom distribution of somatic mutations in lg HC and LC V genes, a feature providing useful information concerning the ontogenetic assignment of B cell neoplastic disorders. 5 In this context, an increased ratio of replacement (R) to silent (S) mutations in the complementarity determining regions (CDRs) of IgV genes, has been considered as the most reliable surrogate marker of selection by antigen for higher avidity. 6 However, irrespective of subsequent selection, somatic hypermutation is primarily targeted at specific hotspots within V genes, ie tri-or tetra-nucleotide sequence motifs, such as the RGYW motif (R = purine, Y = pyrimidine, W = A or T) and its complementary, WRCY. 7 While the exact mechanism of somatic hypermutation remains elusive, this phenomenon is characterized by certain unique features. 8 The nature of mutations indicates a preference for transitions over transversions with purines being more frequently targeted than pyrimidines, suggesting strand bias; mutations are concentrated mainly in the CDRs and most often are single nucleotide substitutions rather than deletions or insertions; certain codons are targeted more often by the mutational process, while others are less likely to tolerate changes; finally, a striking bias exists for G and C over A and T nucleotide mutations. 9 In the present study, we analyzed the distribution of somatic hypermutation and its targeting at specific mutational hotspots in the clonotypic V H and V genes of follicular lymphoma (FL) as well as the V and V genes of multiple myeloma (MM), tumors corresponding to antigen-selected intra-germinal center (GC) and post-GC stages of B cell ontogeny.
Materials and methods

Sequence analysis
Included in the present study were the clonotypic V H and V gene sequences of 10 FL cases 10 as well as the clonotypic V and V gene sequences of 11-and six -light chain expressing MM cases analyzed previously by our group. 11, 12 The sequences have been submitted to the EMBL database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/embl/index.html) with the following accession numbers: for FL-V H , AJ410896 to AJ410905; for FL-V, AJ410886 to AJ410895; for MM-V AJ410906 to AJ410916; and for MM-V, AJ410917 to AJ410922.
The analysis aimed at determining whether specific nucleotide motifs, ie the tetranucleotide RGYW and its complementary WRCY were targeted by the somatic hypermutation machinery. A further objective was to identify whether the incidence of mutations was dependent on the actual sequence and location of the nucleotide motifs in the CDRs and framework regions (FWRs). To this purpose, we examined eight highly mutable trinucleotides (AGC, GCT, ATT, AAT, TAC, GTA, AGT and AGA), 13 most of which are part of the RGYW/WRCY motif.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses of the distribution of mutations in tri-and tetra-nucleotides were carried-out by Student's t-test and paired 2 . We compared the incidence of mutations in V H vs V sequences in FL, V vs V sequences in MM, and MMLeukemia V vs FL-V. Furthermore, we compared the incidence of mutated tetranucleotides and trinucleotides in the same subgroups of sequences. We then examined possible differences in the frequency with which different tetranucleotides (RGYW or WRCY) were targeted by the somatic hypermutation mechanism.
Results
The absolute numbers of mutations in tetra-and tri-nucleotides and their distributions in each CDR, FWR, entire V sequence, RGYW/WRCY motifs, as well as the numbers of mutated tetra-and tri-nucleotides and their distributions in each CDR, FWR, entire V sequence, RGYW/WRCY motifs are demonstrated in Table 1 . In general, no statistically significant differences were found when comparing the number of tetranucleotides that might serve as mutational hotspots in any kind of sequence examined (FL-V H , FL-V, MM-V, and MM-V). However, in FL-V H genes the number of RGYW tetranucleotides was significantly higher than the number of WRCY tetranucleotides (P Ͻ 0.001). Regarding 'mutation load', MM-V sequences were more heavily mutated than FL-V sequences; a similar finding was noted between FL-V H and FL-V sequences. Statistically significant differences were obtained when comparing tetranucleotide and trinucleotide hotspots, as shown below.
Tetranucleotide hotspots
(1) The ratio of mutations in tetranucleotides (RGYW, WRCY, RGYW+WRCY)/mutations in the whole V sequence in MM-V vs MM-V (P = 0.01) ( Table 2) ; (2) the total number of mutated tetranucleotides in MM-V vs FL-V (P Ͻ 0.01) ( the number of mutated RGYW tetranucleotides in MM-V vs FL-V (P Ͻ 0.001) and FL-V H vs FL-V (P Ͻ 0.001) ( Table 3 and Figure 1) ; (4) the number of mutated WRCY tetranucleotides in MM-V vs FL-V (P = 0.006) and FL-V H vs FL-V (P Ͻ 0.001) ( Table 3 and Figure 1) ; and (5) the targeting of RGYW was significantly higher when compared to WRCY tetranucleotides in the CDRs of FL-V H genes (P = 0.004) (not shown).
Trinucleotide hotspots
Similar results (regarding statistical significance) were obtained when undertaking intergroup comparisons for trinucleotides (Table 4 and Figure 2 ). For more detailed presentation of all these results see also Tables 1-4 and Figures 1 and 2 .
Discussion
It has been demonstrated that in V genes from normal peripheral B cells carrying non-productive V-J rearrangements, each RGYW tetranucleotide and its corresponding WRCY inverse repeat contained mutations at comparable frequencies, with mutations in G and C being significantly more prevalent. Moreover, mutations in codons contained within the RGYW/WRCY motifs were significantly more frequent in the CDRs than in the FWRs of productive vs non-productive rearrangements. 13 These results were interpreted as strong indicators that the hypermutation mechanism targets the overrepresented RGYW motifs in V genes on both DNA strands and that the resulting replacement mutations are preferentially selected in the productive repertoire.
In the present study, we examined the targeting of somatic hypermutation in the clonogenic Ig-V sequences of FL and MM, B cell tumors corresponding to advanced (post-immune) differentiation stages in B cell ontogeny. FL is a germinal center (GC) B cell malignancy. 14 The neoplastic cells can be considered as counterparts to intra-GC B cells undergoing active selection by antigen; they exhibit ongoing Ig gene hypermutation and bear the t(14;18) chromosomal translocation, which leads to the formation of the hybrid bcl-2/IgH gene. 15 Sequence analysis of rearranged V H and V genes in the FL cases under study has demonstrated that V H genes were mostly hypermutated, whereas V genes markedly differed regarding both the mutational load and the distribution of mutations. 10 It appears that the potential contribution of FL-V genes in antigen selection of the clonogenic B cells is less important than that of V H genes.
12,14 Similar conclusions have been reached from single-cell studies in the normal peripheral B cell repertoire, indicating a more limited mutational load both in the expressed as well as non-functional V genes compared to their partner V H genes in IgM
− B cells. 16 The fact that clonogenic V genes are frequently unmutated indicates that the somatic hypermutation machinery might have ceased to operate in the V locus at the time when neoplastic transformation had occurred. In the majority of FL cases included in our study (7/10; 70%), significant clustering of mutations was observed in the CDRs of either V H or V genes; 10 thus, it is reasonable to argue that a complementarity imprint of antigen selection witnessed by the clonogenic V H and V L sequences might constitute an important event in the pathogenesis of FL.
14 No physiological analog to this phenomenon has been observed; however, similar observations were Moreover, as mentioned earlier, FL are characterized by ongoing somatic mutations of their Ig V genes; 5 however, as the present analysis was restricted to diagnostic samples no information can be gathered regarding ongoing intraclonal diversification of FL Ig V H and V genes and whether these ongoing mutations are targeted at specific hotspots. It would be rather interesting to examine this issue in future studies.
Multiple myeloma represents a malignancy of the immune system characterized by the presence of a continuously differentiating population of mainly late stage B cells giving rise to plasma cells. 18 The analysis of variable heavy chain (V H )
Leukemia region gene rearrangements in MM indicates that, before transformation, the malignant stem cell (whose exact origin remains elusive) has already undergone antigen selection with consistent lack of intraclonal diversification. 19, 20 In our series, analysis of LC V region genes has revealed somatic hypermutation of almost the same magnitude as that reported by others for V H genes. 11, 17, 21 This finding is in contrast to our observations in FL V genes and offers more direct evidence that MM originates from transformation of late post-GC B cell clones. 22 Furthermore, it indicates that hypermutation of V L genes might serve as a surrogate marker of assigning discrete developmental stages regarding GC and post-GC B cell development. 23 Our findings regarding the distribution and possible targeting of somatic mutations in rearranged IgV genes of FL and MM conform well with the aforementioned data derived from normal peripheral B cells; for example, the corresponding malignant B cells carrying productive V-J rearrangements and having experienced antigen selection generally exhibit an increased incidence of RGYW targeting in CDRs vs FWRs. 13 The differences observed in favor of tetranucleotide (RGYW and WRCY) targeting in FL-V H vs FL-V and MM-V vs FL-V may implicate differences in the evolution of somatic hypermutation coupled with selection in memory (post-GC) vs GC B cells. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] Interestingly, this pattern of somatic hypermutation targeting to tetranucletides (H Ͼ Ͼ ) as well as the trend for strand-biased targeting only in the CDRs of FL-V H genes (RGYW being significantly more mutated than WRCY) and not in LC V genes recapitulates the temporal pat- tern of Ig gene rearrangements in early B cell ontogeny, where Ig HC genes rearrange first, to be followed by and then LC genes; 32 however, exceptions to this generally occurring pattern of ordered light chain gene rearrangements are known to occur (instead of preceding , in a minority of cases the light chain locus is targeted first by the 'recombinase' machinery). 33 In the present analysis, hotspot sequences were not always targeted by somatic hypermutation in FL and MM. Several explanations can be offered for this observation: (1) other unrecognized motifs may be targets of somatic hypermutation; (2) despite the fact that the cell of origin in FL and MM has been assigned at an ontogenetic stage postulated to be subject to antigen selection in GCs, it could be argued that many mutations introduced in V genes would not favor selection by antigen under normal conditions; 34 neoplastic transformation at this stage might have over-ruled this requirement for cell survival by rescuing these cells from apoptosis, similar to what has been reported for Hodgkin's disease. 35 Therefore, these 'inappropriately' introduced mutations were fixed and propagated by the neoplastic process; (3) mismatch-repair (MMR) mechanisms may play an important role in the distribution of somatic mutations in GC B cells; 36 thus, one may speculate that at an early, MMR-independent phase of somatic hypermutation, mutations are introduced at specific hotspots (G/C biased); later, during a second MMR-dependent stage, mutations are introduced in the target sequence with an A/T bias through the action of an error-prone polymerase. This leads to a redistribution of mutations away from hotspots, thus equilibrating hotspot vs non-hotspot targeting of somatic hypermutation. Therefore, in the absence of MMR genes, diminished mutation accumulation and increased hotspot focusing would be anticipated. MMR gene inactivation and deficiency, leading to the replication-error phenotype, is a common event in B cell malignancies. With this in mind, it would be reasonable to speculate that in some cases of FL and MM the neoplastic B cells might have lost their ability to correct mutations introduced in classic hotspots; conversely, in other cases with intact MMR function, the hotspot to non-hotspot targeting of somatic hypermutation is balanced. V genes in MM appear to be targets of somatic hypermutation, albeit at sequences outside the recognized hotspots for V H and V genes. This might implicate that V genes are targeted by the somatic hypermutation mechanism at later developmental stages of B cell ontogeny, where the aforementioned hotspots are no longer important in directing mutation targeting. 37 The CDR3 of IgH, ie the IgH-V subregion mainly responsible for antigen binding is formed by the junctions of the rearranged V H -D-J H gene segments. In normal B cell development, the amino acid composition of the IgH CDR3 is the main determinant of positive selection. 38 Formation of CDR3 region is accomplished during rearrangement of V-(D)-J genes with the insertion of N-nucleotides by terminal deoxynucleotide transferase (TdT), while random deletion and insertion of bases is effected at the borders of the rearranging genes (V/J genes for light chains and V/D/J genes for heavy chains). The randomly selected D gene segment of a rearranged VDJ H complex can potentially be found in all three possible reading frames (RFs). 39 However, as we have shown, particular D gene RFs can be encountered preferentially in certain B cell lymphoproliferative disorders as a result of the maturation status of the corresponding transformed B cell and selection by antigen. 40 The similarly restricted pattern of D gene RF usage (predominantly RF2 and RF3) in both functional IgH junction sequences in FL and MM and non-functional bcl-2/DJ H junction sequences in FL suggests that selection forces might affect Ig genes while still in the process of active recombination (DJ H complexes); in this context, it has been proposed that pre-B cell clones are submitted to an antigenindependent initial selective pressure, whereby D chains would be merely selected for their ability to interact with surrogate light chains. 41 This observation becomes important in indicating that even at early stages of B cell ontogeny, where somatic hypermutation is not operating, selective forces might affect the conformation of V region and prime certain B cell clones to fine-tune their specificity for antigen later, in the germinal center, under the influence of somatic hypermutation.
